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Make Your Voice Heard: 
Four Public Comment Opportunities 
from Julia Gordon  
 
"Marching is the new brunch." That's the saying here in Washington, DC, where
every weekend features yet another group of people making their voices heard
in our democracy. Beyond the marches, new records are being set every day for
the number of calls and letters people are sending to their representatives in
Congress, as well as for turnout at local town halls.

This new activism is happening even in the wonky policy circles in which your NCST policy team
travels. Last month, the Environmental Protection Agency asked for public input on which regulations to
cut and received more than 28,000 comments, most of which strongly opposed any cuts. Many of this
astonishing number were not from the "usual suspects" of lobbyists and advocates, but from regular
people or small businesses and organizations that don't usually participate in the regulatory process at
this level. According to a friend of mine who works in that agency, the extraordinary level of participation
made a tremendous difference for those inside the organization that support continued environmental
protection.

Now it's your turn. There are four outstanding requests for public comment right now that directly affect
your communities, your clients, and your organizations. NCST wants to encourage you to participate in
these opportunities. You do not need to use any special format or have detailed technical knowledge. A
short and simple letter or email explaining what you do and why their agency's work matters to you will
do the trick; Alternatively, if you have the resources, share as much information with them as you would
like. 

The Department of Housing and Urban Development has asked for suggestions for
regulatory cuts under the same government authority as the EPA did - and on a very short
timeline, perhaps as a way to discourage excessive participation. Don't let that tactic be
successful. Provide as much feedback as you can in the time available, even if it's only a few
sentences. Whether you are just supporting the agency's current set of activities, have
suggestions for specific changes to regulations, or have information on how a rule is working in
the field, making your voice heard is critical. Comments are due June 14, 2017.
 
The Federal Housing Finance Agency (FHFA), which oversees Fannie Mae and Freddie
Mac, has asked for public comment on the GSE's "Duty to Serve" plans for better serving
underserved neighborhoods and markets. Those plans can be found at the FHFA Duty to Serve
website, which provides a wealth of information about this initiative and takes users directly to the
portals to submit comments on both plans on the main page. Comments are due July 10,
2017.
 
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) seeks input on two critical rules: the
Ability to Repay/QM rule governing mortgage origination (due July 31, 2017) and the RESPA
rules governing mortgage servicing (due July 10, 2017). 

NCST is more than happy to assist if you have questions about the process or would like to discuss
your comments prior to submitting them. Your input is incredibly valuable to federal policymakers, and
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these opportunities for input do not arise every day. Thank you so much for considering this request.

Julia Gordon serves as Executive Vice President for NCST.
 

Southfield, Michigan Home Will Serve As Gathering Place  
for Army Veteran, His Family and Extended Family
 
New Hope Community Development spent $65,000 to renovate this property for the new owner - a
military veteran, retiring after serving 20 years in the Army - eight of those years overseas, including
two deployments to Iraq. He has a wife and young daughter, and many family members in the Southfield
area. Unfortunately in this last year he lost his twin brother, also a military veteran, to cancer, and one of
his beloved cousins to a rare infection. This home will offer the extended family, including his Mom, a
place to gather and support one another after being apart for so long. 

Renovations were extensive and included a full kitchen makeover starting with removing a wall, and
adding new cabinets, quartz counters, fixtures and more. In the living areas, rotting sub-flooring was
removed and replaced with engineered hardwoods or new carpeting, some interior walls were removed
to open the spaces, all interior walls were repaired and freshly painted, and new baseboards and
molding added. Both bathrooms were gutted and rebuilt, including adding new a new tub, vanity, tile and
sinks. 

In addition, the community buyer remediated mold in the basement, installed new interior doors,
replaced the furnace, and had the exterior of the home painted, along with the shutters to match. The
garage was cleaned out, patched and painted, and the basement floors replaced and walls repaired
and painted.

 

 

 

Thank you to the New Hope Community Development team for their fantastic work! 
 

Orlando, FL Home Renovated and Offers a Fresh Start 
for a Single Mom and Her Son
Habitat for Humanity of Greater Orlando acquired this single-family home through the FHA First Look
program and spent more than $47,000 in rehab. It is now home for a single mom with a disabled son,
who also happens to be a cancer survivor. The family moved from subsidized housing, and the mother
is now pursuing a bachelor's degree to become a teacher.

The home, built in 2001, had been vacant for several years and was in poor condition. Habitat for
Humanity replaced the HVAC system, cabinets, flooring, exterior and interior doors and trim, bath room
and kitchen plumbing fixtures and appliances, windows, and electrical fixtures. They also repaired the
drywall throughout, applied fresh paint inside and out, and installed a new garage door and alarm
system. On a desirable cul-de-sac lot, the home is located in a community where Habitat for Humanity
has rehabilitated four other homes. It's also near schools, shopping and bus lines. This home allows the
family to own their home and offers them a fresh start for their future.
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Policy Corner: White House Budget Threatens Vital
Housing and Community Development Programs
by Robert Finn

Last week, the Trump administration released its FY2018 budget
proposal, the more complete expression of its fiscal priorities following
the "skinny budget" announcement from the White House in March. If
enacted, sweeping cuts to and wholesale elimination of programs that
drive economic recovery in distressed communities and protect
vulnerable Americans will be used to offset massive increases in

defense spending and tax cuts for the wealthy.

The Department of Housing and Urban Development's budget would sustain devastating cuts,
shrinking $7.4 billion from its FY2017 budget to $40.7 billion. Doug Rice of the Center for Budget
and Policy Priorities broke down the severe impact these HUD cuts would have on public
housing, Housing Choice vouchers, and homelessness prevention in a recent  blog post. These
programs help the most vulnerable Americans, including low-income seniors, the disabled and
working families with children. 

Additionally, the administration's HUD budget entirely eliminates the following vital programs that
many of our buyers and their local governments depend on to perform community development,
economic recovery and neighborhood stabilization work:   

Community Development Block Grants
HOME Investment Partnership Program
Choice Neighborhoods Program
National Housing Trust Fund
Self-help Homeownership Opportunity Fund

Outside of HUD, other federal programs essential to affordable housing, access to
homeownership, and community development are also on the chopping block, including the
complete elimination of funding for:

U.S. Department of Agriculture's rural, single-family, direct loan program
Capital Magnet Fund
Community Development Financial Institutions Fund
NeighborWorks America
Legal Services Corporation

Those of you working in distressed communities and with marginalized populations don't need us
to tell you how devastating the loss of these programs would be to the work you do and the people
you serve. However, the extent to which the damaging cuts in the proposed Trump budget will
become reality will largely depend on the political pressure applied to members of Congress
from constituents and stakeholders. 

In short, these cuts can be stopped if enough stakeholders make their views known. The National
Low Income Housing Coalition, which has been on the forefront of protecting affordable housing
and community development funding at the federal level, has developed a set of tools for how to
make your community's voices heard in Congress. Among other things, you can provide national
advocates with critical data and stories about how these federal programs make a difference on
your block, in your neighborhood, or around your city. 
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Please feel free to  contact me if you have any questions about specific budget cuts or about the
budgetary process going forward. 

Free Industry Webinars

Recorded Webinar: Learn More about President's
Budget Cuts to Critical HUD and USDA Resources
President Trump released his FY 2018 budget proposal. This budget
proposal would cut or eliminate many programs that support
community economic development and neighborhood stabilization,
including $6.2 billion in cuts to the HUD budget alone, not to mention cuts to housing-related funding in
other agencies. Defunded programs include CDBG, HOME, and Choice Neighborhoods. This blog post
by the National Housing Conference contains more details.
 
The Campaign for Housing and Community Development Funding organized the webinar. You can listen
to the recording and view the slides to learn more about the budget and what you can do to protect these
critical programs.

Listen to the webinar recording: http://nlihc.org/events/webinars. 

Live Webinar - Friday, June 16, Noon-1pm ET
Harvard Joint Center for Housing Studies releases its 2017 State of the Nation's Housing report with a
live webcast from the National League of Cities in Washington, DC. 

Watch the live webcast at www.jchs.harvard.edu 
The event will feature a panel discussion with:

Kriston Capps, Staff Writer, CityLab (panel moderator)
Chris Herbert, Managing Director, Joint Center for Housing Studies
Robert C. Kettler, Chairman & CEO, Kettler
Terri Ludwig, President & CEO, Enterprise Community Partners
Mayor Catherine E. Pugh, City of Baltimore, Maryland

The report, which has been released annually since 1988, describes key trends in both national
and metropolitan-level homeownership and rental markets, and reviews key economic and
demographic trends that are shaping current and future demand in those markets. It also
examines ongoing challenges in housing affordability, the rise of concentrated poverty throughout
metropolitan areas, and issues related to mortgage finance.
To attend in person at the National League of Cities (660 N. Capitol Street, NW, Washington,
DC), please register by June 13.

Seeking an Interesting Summer Read? 

Still compiling your reading list? The Brookings Press has got you covered
with their 2017 Summer Reading Guide from the Brookings Institution
Press. Whether you're looking for the perfect poolside read or airplane book,
or even just a book to enjoy on your commute to work, they've got you
covered. 

Through Labor Day, you can receive 40% off when you use code
HOTSUN at checkout. Offer is only valid at brookings.edu.
Click here to check out their reading list.

Staff, Phone or Email Changes?
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June 8 NHC Visionary Award Gala Washington, DC

June 9 National Housing Conf - Policy Symposium 
   NCST's Julia Gordon, Dawn Stockmo, and Rob Finn to attend 

Washington, DC 

June 19-21 CARHs Annual Meeting & Legislative Conference Arlington, VA 

July 8-11 Nat'l Council of La Raza Phoenix, AZ 

July 26-27 Ohio Conference of Community Development OH 

Jul 27-Aug. 1 NAREB Annual Conference New Orleans, LA 

Aug. 3-5 Housing Renaissance Conference San Diego

Aug. 14-18  NeighborWorks America NTI Philadelphia, PA

Sept 10-12 NAHREP National Convention Dallas, TX

Sept 10-13 Florida Housing Coalition - Housing Conference Orlando, Florida 

Sept 11-13 OH Land Bank Conference Cleveland, OH 

Sept 14-17 NCSHA's Annual Conference & Showplace Denver, CO

 Sept 17-20 PAHRA Annual Conference Lancaster, PA 

 Sept 18-20 The Five Star Dallas, TX 

Sept 19-20 Tennessee Governor's Housing Conference Nashville, TN 

NCST Community Buyers: Had a recent staff change? Or updated
your email address or phone number? Please alert our Buyer Team
to any changes so they can update your records. To participate in our
purchasing programs, it's very important we have the correct contact
information for you and your team. 

Please email updates to: Buyer@StabilizationTrust.org.

Industry Conferences & Events

NCST will attend and serve as panelists for a wide range of 2017 industry conferences and events. We
enjoy the opportunity to see and meet many of our partners on the road, as well as share our industry
knowledge. Visit our complete list of conferences on our website for updates.

                       
Do you know of a conference we should attend or where our team's knowledge about neighborhood
revitalization and housing policy can be shared? Please drop us a line. 

Community Buyers - Share Your Stories

We know you've had some great accomplishments, and we'd like to share
your success stories and photos with other local providers and our Seller
Partners. So brag a little, and share your Buyer/Property Success Stories.

We're making it much easier for you - in REOTrack, when you submit
your final reporting, just click on the "Good Story Flag" box and we'll take it from there. Or
you can always email Sally or call her (number below) and she'll work with you on your story.

If you have any questions, please contact Sally via email or phone: 214-710-3411. Thank you!
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Industry Headlines

Below are recent, notable headlines regarding our industry. 

Here's a Chance to Weigh In on Federal Support for
Affordable Housing

http://bit.ly/2qkWpxM
In the U.S. government's great wealth-building machine, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac
are the most important cog. The 30-year, fixed-rate single-family home mortgage that has
made homeownership possible for so many (but not all) would not be so dominant today
without these two so-called government-sponsored enterprises. A 30-year fixed interest
rate mortgage to a single family feels like a risky proposition for a lender - and it
especially did in the depths of the Great Depression. ...
That's why the proposed Underserved Market Plans from Fannie and Freddie are so
important. Released this month, the first-of-their-kind, three-year proposed plans outline
how each GSE will continue to shape housing finance around the country through loan
purchase commitments, other financing products, new or clarified loan standards, lender
training and education, and other commitments. The Federal Housing Finance Agency
(FHFA), which regulates Fannie and Freddie (and currently serves as their conservator
since the subprime mortgage crisis), has invited public input on the plans. Some of what
each plan outlines has already been in place, but the Underserved Market Plans, also
known as "Duty to Serve" plans, were required by the 2008 Housing and Economic
Recovery Act. ...
If Fannie and Freddie take that testimony seriously, the underserved market plans could
help right the wrongs of the past - the "redlining" policies that prevented African-
Americans and other minorities from accessing the 30-year, fixed-rate mortgages that
helped median white household wealth reach $141,900, while median black household
wealth languishes at $11,000. ...
Dawn Stockmo from the National Community Stabilization Trust also testified in
Chicago, about the true cost of the 1.3 million vacant residential homes across the
country, which are often concentrated in low-income neighborhoods. "There's a huge
desire on the part of nonprofit housing development organizations to step up to the plate
and do more but they need access to capital," Stockmo said. "There is currently a
credit desert which is forcing nonprofits to use high-cost lines of credit." ...
The public input period ends on July 10, and the earliest the finalized plans could go into
effect would be January 1, 2018.
 

Five years in, New York's land bank movement offers lessons for national field
http://bit.ly/2rKEZjk
It was September 2013, and I was in a conference room somewhere in the City of
Syracuse with about twenty other individuals from across New York State for our first
meeting of New York land bank leaders. ... The small group was comprised of
practitioners and elected officials. All of us were still trying to figure out how to run a land
bank, let alone how to communicate to residents and partners what a land bank even
does. ...
Fast forward to May 2017, and the land bank movement in New York has gone from a
network of fledgling upstarts to a leader in the national field of practice. ... This month, the
New York Land Bank Association (NYLBA)-now a strong, active professional association
of dues-paying members-released a report that documents the origins, growth, and
successes of the land bank movement in New York. ... As far as we know, the report is
the first of its kind in the field, and it provides a compelling case of how land banks-when
properly funded, guided by thoughtful leaders, and tailored appropriately to address local
needs-can serve as powerful tools for returning vacant, abandoned, and deteriorated
properties to productive use. ...
Check out some of the metrics-which represent the total output of the ten land banks that
received awards from Attorney General Eric Schneiderman's $32 million dollar
Community Revitalization Initiative-featured in the report:

1,989 problem properties acquired, with 482 demolished, and another 1,051
rehabbed by either the land banks, private developers, or affordable housing
providers and returned to productive use
$77 million of private investment leveraged, with another $10.5 million levered in
grants from public, philanthropic and private partners
$28.4 million in assessed value returned to the tax rolls, accounting for nearly $2
million in new tax revenue for local jurisdictions

The report also chronicles the impressive success NYLBA has had with its annual
legislative agenda, offers a collage of local snapshots of success (from supporting
transformative trailway projects in Chautauqua County in western New York to reactivating
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long dormant and tax-delinquent brownfields in Suffolk County, Long Island), and hints at
what's next for land banking in New York. ... I offer a few key takeaways for land bank
leaders and advocates to consider:

Leadership is everything, and partnerships a close second. ...
Reliable recurring funding is essential for land banks to act creatively and at a
scale sufficient enough to support meaningful, long-term change. ...
Land banks need to work in concert with other programs, policies, and tools at the
city and county levels to achieve maximum impact. ...
Community education and engagement is not an occasional task that must be
"checked-off" pursuant to some law or grant requirement, but must be embraced
as an exercise that is done meaningfully and perpetually. ...

For land bank leaders out there, consider this one of the most important lessons from New
York: never stop educating the community about the significance of your work. Where
possible, work with partners to quantify the costs of blight. Feature the stories of
neighbors, tenants, and owners positively impacted by your work. Celebrate your
successes. As politicians come and go, and budgets ebb and flow, it's critical to be
constantly building a wider and deeper network of allies that understand the value and
efficacy of your work. ...
 

Louisiana Defused This Affordable Housing Dispute Before It Could Go Nuclear
http://bit.ly/2sjBhtO
It is not easy for a state legislature to resist preempting local government from addressing
a local problem. In fact, preemption is the go-to strategy when private interests want to run
roughshod over local needs and local democratic processes. ... The New Orleans
Advocate reviews this issue ... in an article entitled, "Bill to block affordable-housing
mandate in New Orleans dies in House committee." In this case, preemption proponents
didn't even wait for the democratic process in New Orleans to play out. The state Senate
voted quickly to bar any Louisianans from acting to address affordable housing and then
sent the bill to the state House. This week's vote in the state House Commerce Committee
stopped the bill from moving to the whole House. ...
How bad is the problem of affordable housing in New Orleans? Most of the development
since 2005's Hurricane Katrina has focused on upper income housing-and for good
reason. It is a better return on investment to build for the upscale market. According to the
New Orleans Tribune, New Orleans has only 47 affordable rental units for every 100 low-
income residents. Thirty-seven percent of households in the city are paying half of their
income for housing. And 36 percent of renters pay more than 50 percent of their income
for housing, a more than 100 percent increase from 2004, when about 24 percent
residents spent more than half their earnings on housing. The New Orleans metro area
ranks second in the top 10 worst metro areas for renters, according to the Make Room
Initiative, ...
The fact that a state preemption effort has been turned back is noteworthy. The problem of
states barring local action is endemic. ... Kriston Capps in CityLab defines preemption as
a partisan weapon used by Republican controlled legislatures against urban Democratic
strongholds. ...
 

As down-payment needs swell, these companies step in to help - in exchange for a
small stake

http://on.mktw.net/2rDklRB
Several years after her divorce, Tricia DeWaal was still living in the 3,200-square-foot
home where she'd raised her children. ... "For what I wanted, I had a 20% down payment,
but that would pretty much clean me out in terms of cash," DeWaal told MarketWatch. "I
wanted to have some backup." After lots of online research, DeWaal came across a
company called Unison, which had an intriguing sales pitch. The company's home-buyer
program offers buyers money for a down payment in exchange for a share of equity in the
home, to be paid back when the owner sells. ...
Homeownership's biggest barrier to entry, the down payment, looms larger and larger all
across the country. Student debt payments and high rents are formidable barriers to
saving, and, while there are plenty of ways to buy a home with less than 20% down, all
require some form of mortgage insurance, making them more expensive. For a long time,
nonprofits have tried to help home buyers up and over the hurdle. But in today's tight
market and constrained lending environment, fintech companies are seeing an
opportunity as well, particularly in the hottest housing markets, where 20% down can
mean six figures. Unison and a competitor, OWN Home Finance, which is set to launch a
similar product later this year, got started years ago with a slightly different business
model: allowing homeowners with high levels of accrued equity a means of tapping into
that money. ...
Here's how Unison's model works: The company contributes up to 50% of the down
payment, or 10% of the total cost of the home, and, then, when the owner sells, Unison



takes a share of the profit, usually 35% - or a share of the loss, also usually 35%. For
many housing market observers, the idea makes a lot of sense. ... Still, with programs
like these, according to Theodos and other experts, the devil is in the details. Because the
companies make money only when a home is sold, assumptions about lofty price gains
must be met. ...
 

Detroit's DIY Cure for Urban Blight
http://politi.co/2r8YXUG
For the past year, Clement Wright has driven into the Marygrove neighborhood before and
after his night shifts at Chrysler to reclaim a small piece of the city where he has spent
his whole life. While his friends texted him sunny vacation pictures from the Florida Keys,
Wright, 62, spent much of his non-working life tearing down walls, laying bricks, installing
electrical outlets, sanding, tiling, nailing, molding and painting. "When I got it, it was
devastated," says Wright, standing near a shop vacuum and a roll of pink insulation in
his three-bedroom, brick colonial built in 1950. Dozens of houses like it had gone vacant
in this tightly-packed middle-class neighborhood ...
For $17,900, Wright, a tool-and-die analyst and a landlord of eight other Detroit properties,
bought the house in May 2016 from the Detroit Land Bank Authority. He has put $40,000
of work into it: new walls, a new second-floor ceiling, a new kitchen. Out front, the house's
façade was bulging. So Wright took down the bricks, then mortared them back into place.
The land bank, which is holding the deed in escrow until Wright finishes the house,
checks on his progress every 30 days. All he's got left to do is lay some hardwood
flooring downstairs and paint some rooms. Then he'll move in ...
Wright is one of 2,000 people who have bought houses from Detroit's land bank since
2014. The land bank is one of the boldest-and also most controversial-aspects of Mayor
Mike Duggan's administration, which is drawing intense national attention as Duggan
struggles to bring his city back after its emergence from bankruptcy. Repairing Detroit's
fiscal collapse depends in large part on reversing the city's physical decline.
In 2014, the Detroit Blight Removal Task Force counted 40,000 blighted homes in the
city and 38,000 more approaching blighted. The sheer scale of abandonment in Detroit is
unmatched in America. A city of 1.8 million people in 1950, Detroit's population has
plummeted by almost two-thirds. A once-teeming city that defined America's middle class
aspirations has become a surreal patchwork of still-dense neighborhoods separated by
nearly empty expanses of land. ...
Land banks are the Swiss Army knives of urban reclamation efforts, wielding an array of
powers to make abandoned, tax-foreclosed properties useful again. They demolish
unwanted houses, sell houses to new owners who'll fix them up, sell vacant lots, and
assemble land for future development. They're an alternative to unloading tax-foreclosed
land in highest-bidder auctions, which often attract irresponsible speculation.
By most measures, Duggan's plan for the land bank has worked. Almost four years later,
Detroit's land bank has grown into the largest in the country, about seven times bigger
than the next largest. It now has 135 employees and owns 98,000 parcels, covering
some 10 percent of the city. It has demolished more than 8,800 houses and sold 1,500 of
the newly vacant lots to neighbors. It's also sold a couple of thousand more houses to
people like Clement Wright and 130 vacant lots for economic development projects. ...
And yet, Detroiters have grown increasingly anxious about whether their land bank is up
to the tasks still ahead. The agency's demolition program-fueled by $130 million in federal
funding-is the subject of an ongoing federal investigation of its contracts. ...
The land bank is now subject to a federal criminal investigation by the FBI and the U.S.
Treasury inspector general that oversees the Troubled Assets Relief Program. In May
2016, the inspector general sent an administrative subpoena asking for the voice mails
and notes of 14 land bank officials regarding several demolition contracts. In November,
FBI agents visited the land bank and left with computers and documents. No charges
have been filed. ...
 

15 ZIP Codes With the Most Underwater Properties 
http://bit.ly/2rVxZvK
Nearly a tenth of homes with a mortgage in the United States were considered "seriously
underwater" at the end of the first quarter of 2017, according to statistics from ATTOM
Data Solutions. ... A property is seriously underwater if the amount owed on the loan
secured against it is at least 25% higher than the value of the property. ...  And nearly a
third of all homes nationwide valued at less than $100,000 are seriously underwater.
Using ATTOM data, we've compiled the ZIP codes where at least 65% of the properties
are seriously underwater. They represent the worst areas in the country.

Chicago ZIP Code 60636 | Properties w/loans: 7,875 | Properties seriously
underwater: 65.6%
Detroit ZIP Code 48227 | Properties w/loans: 7,825 | Properties seriously
underwater: 65.8%



North Chicago ZIP Code 60064 | Properties w/loans: 2,856 | Properties seriously
underwater: 65.9%
Milwaukee ZIP Code 53206 | Properties w/loans: 3,189 | Properties seriously
underwater: 66.2%
Detroit ZIP Code 48234 | Properties w/loans: 6,096 | Properties seriously
underwater: 66.6%
Maple Heights, Ohio ZIP Code 44137 | Properties w/loans: 7,694 | Properties
seriously underwater: 66.8%
Detroit ZIP Code 48205 | Properties w/loans: 7,574 | Properties seriously
underwater: 67%
Riverdale, Illinois ZIP Code 60827 | Properties w/loans: 5,391 | Properties
seriously underwater: 67.4%
Dolton, Illinois ZIP Code 60419 | Properties w/loans: 6,673 | Properties seriously
underwater: 68.2%
Detroit ZIP Code 48228 | Properties w/loans: 9,993 | Properties seriously
underwater: 68.2%
Detroit ZIP Code 48224 | Properties w/loans: 8,974 | Properties seriously
underwater: 69.4%
Las Vegas ZIP Code 89109 | Properties w/loans: 6,327 | Properties seriously
underwater: 69.9%
Detroit ZIP Code 48235 | Properties w/loans: 9,629 | Properties seriously
underwater: 70%
St. Louis ZIP Code 63137 | Properties w/loans: 5,954 | Properties seriously
underwater: 70.6%
Trenton, NJ ZIP Code 08611 | Properties w/loans: 4,426 | Properties seriously
underwater: 74.6% 

NCST Email Addresses
 
Sending an email to an NCST team member? Please include the
team email box. This ensures a timely response to your email in case your
primary contact is out of the office.

Desk@StabilizationTrust.org - property transaction questions and assistance
ReoTrack@StabilizationTrust.org - post-closing questions and assistance 
Buyer@StabilizationTrust.org - questions about program guidelines, target areas, and additional
programs
NewBuyer@StabilizationTrust.org - for more information about becoming an NCST buyer

Don't Forget to Share Your Buyer Stories with NCST!
Click the "Good Story Flag" when you complete your REOTrack Reporting or email Sally. 

About NCST: The National Community Stabilization Trust (NCST) is a non-profit organization that works
to restore vacant and abandoned properties to productive use and protect neighborhoods from blight.
Our programs facilitate the rehabilitation of vacant but structurally sound homes, enable safe, targeted
demolition when necessary, and support creative and productive re-use of vacant land.

National Community Stabilization Trust | www.StabilizationTrust.org
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